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Abstract
The current paper proposes skew Gaussian mixture models

for speaker recognition and an associated algorithm for its train-
ing from experimental data. Speaker identification experiments
were conducted, in which speakers were modeled using the fa-
miliar Gaussian mixture models (GMM), and the new skew-
GMM. Each model type was evaluated using two sets of fea-
ture vectors, the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC),
that are widely used in speaker recognition applications, and
line spectra frequencies (LSF), that are used in many low bit
rate speech coders but were not that successful in speech and
speaker recognition. Results showed that the skew-GMM, with
LSF, compares favorably with the GMM-MFCC pair (under fair
comparison conditions). They indicate that skew-Gaussians are
better suited for capturing the relatively highly non-symmetrical
shapes of the LSF distribution. Thus the skew-GMM with LSF
offers a worthy alternative to the GMM-MFCC pair for speaker
recognition.
Index Terms: Speaker recognition, Gaussian mixture models,
skew-Gaussians, line spectral frequencies.

1. Introduction
Most speaker identification and verification systems today use
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) with mel frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) as feature vectors [1, 2]. There are several
good reasons for using GMM. For one is the fact that a linear
combination of Gaussians can effectively model complex dis-
tributions. Another reason is the central limit theorem, which
states that the average of a sufficiently large number of inde-
pendent random variables, each with finite mean and variance,
will be approximately normally distributed. Naturally, a GMM
model matches best empirical distributions whose shape is a lin-
ear combination of several symmetric bell shaped curves. The
symmetric empirical distribution of the mel cepstra parameters
supports this requirement quite well, as can be realized from
Figure. 1. However, other feature vectors, with less symmet-
ric distribution characteristics, are less likely to perform well
with standard GMM, even if otherwise they could be argued
to carry good discrimination power. Interesting examples for
such features are line spectral frequencies (LSF) (also known
as line spectral pairs) [3], used in CELP based coder standards
e.g. [4], or immittance spectral pairs (ISP) [5] used in more re-
cent standards e.g. [6]. Since these features demonstrate good
correlation with the location of the formants in voiced speech,
they could be argued to offer good discrimination capabilities
between phonemes and speakers. Yet, attempts to use LSF in
speaker recognition applications, well justified by their role in
speech coders, were not too rewarding, [7, 8, 9]. When explor-
ing the histogram structure of LSF, see Figure 2, it is apparent
that the LSF are much more skewed than the MFCC.

Figure 1: Histograms of 12 MFCC coefficients

Figure 2: Histograms of 12 LSF coefficients

It is possible to use higher order GMMs to model empirical
distributions that have asymmetrical properties. However, addi-
tional Gaussians inherently increase model variance, requiring
more data for proper training and will not necessarily increase
performance. An alterative approach might be replacing the
symmetrical Gaussian distribution with a more skewed distri-
bution. It is reasonable to expect that skewed distributions will
capture asymmetrical distributions better and will require less
training data when modeling features like LSF. In this paper
we explore this approach and replace GMMs with a skewed-
Gaussian mixture models. There are, of course, other known
skewed distributions that could be explored to this end, but we
chose skew Gaussians for two reasons. One is that skew-GMM
offers a soft deviation from GMM that admits the symmetric
bell shape when it best suits the training data. The second is that
the training algorithm complexity of the skew-GMM model, is
comparable to the traditional GMM training.

The paper is constructed as follows. The skew Gaussian
distribution and its use in a mixture for speaker modeling are
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presented in the next section. Section 3 describes the experi-
mental setting followed by a presentation of recognition results
followed by a short discussion and conclusions.

2. Skew Gaussian mixture models
The skew-Gaussian distribution probability density functions,
that was proposed by Azzalini in [10, 11], has various repre-
sentations. Let ϕ(x) ∼ N (0, 1) denote the standard Gaussian
probability density function (pdf) for a scalar random variable
x, the skew-Gaussian pdf can be defined as

a(x; ξ, σ̀, σ́) =

2

(σ́ + σ̀)

(
ϕ

[
x− ξ

σ́

]
u(x− ξ) + ϕ

[
x− ξ

σ̀

]
u(ξ − x)

)
(1)

where u(x) denotes the unit step function (u(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0
and 0 for x < 0), ξ is the location parameter, σ̀ is the left
shape parameter and σ́ is the right shape parameter. We shall
use x ∼ SN (ξ, σ̀, σ́) to say that the pdf of the random variable
x is given by (1).

The generalization of the skew Gaussian pdf to a multivari-
ate vector x = [x1, . . . , xD]t will be denoted by S(x). For
independent xd ∼ SN (ξd, σ̀d, σ́d), d = 1, ..., D it becomes

S(x) = S(x; ξ, σ̀, σ́) =
D∏

d=1

a(xd; ξd, σ̀d, σ́d), (2)

and we shall indicate this case by x ∼ SN (ξ, σ̀, σ́). For better
acquaintance with skew Gaussian distribution and its properties
consider [12].

A skew Gaussian mixture model of order K, associate a
vector x of independent random variables, with a weighted sum
of multivariate skew-Gaussians

P (x|λ) =
K∑

k=1

wkSk(x) (3)

where Sk(x) = S(x; ξk, σ̀k, σ́k) and wk > 0, k = 1, ...,K

are the weights, such that
∑K

k=1 wk = 1. λ is used to de-
note the collection of parameters that define the Skew-GMM,
λ := {wk, ξk, σ̀k, σ́k, k = 1, ...K}. The parameter vec-
tors ξk, σ̀k, σ́k are vectors of length D with entries denoted
by ξkd, σ̀kd, σ́kd, k = 1, ...D

Next we need a procedure to infer the parameters of a skew-
GMM from empirical data, in order to train speaker models.
Since the training of mixture model optimization involves max-
imization of log of sums of pdfs, that is not tractable to to an-
alytical optimization, numerous algorithms were suggested for
this end. The most popular method for training GMM is the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm that was proved to
converge to the maximum log-likelihood estimator [13]. The
likelihood that a set of feature vectors X = {x1,x2 . . . ,xT }
stems from a model with parameters λ, is defined by the prob-
ability Pr(X|λ). Assuming that the vectors are statistically
independent Pr(X|λ) =

∏T
t=1 P (xt|λ). The validity of the

assumption that the collection of vectors X belongs to the skew-
GMM model is measured by its log likelihood,

L = log [Pr(X|λ)] =
T∑

t=1

log

[
K∑

k=1

wkSk(xt)

]
(4)

The training of the Skew-GMM toward maximizing this
log likelihood can be done by the next presented EM itera-
tions (whose derivation will be shown elsewhere). At each iter-
ation there is an available Skew-GMM model denoted λo (with
superscript o for all its parameters) that is updated to a next
λν (with superscript ν for all its parameters) using the train-
ing data X = {x1,x2 . . . ,xT }. In the following we also use
xtd, d = 1, ...D to denote the entries of the observed vector xt.

E-step
For k = 1, ...,K and for t = 1, ..., T calculate:

Pkt(k|xt, λ
o) =

wo
kSk(xt)∑K

k=1 w
o
kSk(xt)

=
wo

kSk(xt)

P (xt|λo)
, (5)

M-step

I) For k = 1, ...,K calculate the next weights wν
k by

wν
k =

1

T

T∑
t=1

Pkt(k | xt, λ
o) (6)

II) Set λν = {wν
k , ξ

o
k, σ̀

o
k, σ́

o
k, k = 1, ...K}. For d =

1, ..., D and for k = 1, ...,K calculate:

ξνkd =

T∑
t=1

xtdPkt(k|xtd, λ
ν)u(xtd − ξokd)

T∑
t=1

Pkt(k|xtd, λν)u(xtd − ξokd)

+

T∑
t=1

xtdPkt(k|xtd, λ
ν)u(ξokd − xtd)

T∑
t=1

Pkt(k|xtd, λν)u(ξokd − xtd)

(7)

III) Set λν = {wν
k , ξ

ν
k , σ̀

o
k, σ́

o
k, k = 1, ...K}. For k =

1, ...,K and for d = 1, ..., D calculate the following
three auxiliary terms:

C̃kd =

T∑
t=1

Pkd(k|xtd, λ
ν)

←−
C kd =

T∑
t=1

(xtd − ξνkd)
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Then, obtain σ̀ν
kd and σ́ν

kd by solving the following pair
of equations.

C̃kd(σ̀
ν
kd)

3 −
←−
C kdσ̀

ν
kd −

←−
C kdσ́

ν
kd = 0 (8)

C̃kd(σ́
ν
kd)

3 −
−→
C kdσ́

ν
kd −

−→
C kdσ̀

ν
kd = 0 (9)

IV) Complete λν = {wν
k , ξ

ν
k , σ̀

ν
k , σ́

ν
k , k = 1, ...,K}.

V) Replace λo ← λν and repeat the E-M steps until conver-
gence.
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3. Speaker recognition experiments
We ran speaker recognition experiments in order to compare the
performance of Gaussian and skew-Gaussian mixture models.
Since the purpose of the comparison was to evaluate the relative
performance of the two models and in order to minimize the im-
pact of non relevant side effects, the system we used was kept as
simple as possible. The models were trained using raw MFCC
and LSF without further pre processing. The initial estimation
of mixture parameters was generated through the application of
the K-means algorithm. The same processing and feature ex-
traction was used both in training and testing. The probability
of each speaker to utter the test file was calculated, and the file
was attributed to the speaker with the highest scoring model.

3.1. The setting

The experiments were conducted using the TIMIT speech
database [14, 15]. This database is most appropriate for our
purpose since it enable us to examine speaker recognition sys-
tem performance under almost ideal conditions. It has 8 kHz
bandwidth without intersession variability, no acoustic noise,
no microphone variability and distortions etc., thus recognition
errors can be attributed to the used model. Our testing approach
followed the “long training / short test” protocol, suggested
by Bimbot [16] for speaker recognition using TIMIT database.
This testing protocol was designed for speaker recognition sys-
tems with closed set testing, and its purpose was to allow a me-
thodical comparison between various speaker recognition sys-
tems. The idea was to have two types of training sessions and
two types of testing sessions and inspect system performance
with various combinations. The “long training” composed of 5
sentences with an average total duration of a 14.4 seconds and
“short training” was composed of 2 sentences having an average
total duration of 5.7 seconds. The “long test”, was also 5 sen-
tences long and lasts about 15.9 seconds where the “short test”
was 2 sentences long and 3.2 seconds in average. For a short re-
view of various speaker recognition systems performance using
TIMIT database one could look at Bimbot [17]. Experiments
were held with 10,25,50 and 100 speakers selected randomly
from the database.

The skew-Gaussian pdf involves more parameters than the
standard Gaussian (as it replaces the σ with the pair σ̀ and
σ́). Therefore, for a fair evaluation (with approximately the
same overall number of parameters) GMM and Skew-GMM
should be compared with different number of mixture compo-
nents (K). To meet this requirement, we used Skew-GMM
systems with K = 12 components and GMM systems with
K = 18. All the experiments used LSF and MFCC feature
vectors of size D = 22.

3.2. The results

Following are recognition results from our speaker identifica-
tion experiments using GMM and Skew-GMM. The results
were obtained from the two models with both MFCC and LSF
as feature vectors, within the settings described above.

Figure 3 demonstrates the performance of GMM and Skew-
GMM models, using LSF and MFCC feature vectors with short
training and short testing. It can be seen that MFCC perfor-
mance are rapidly decreasing, while skewed LSF has almost
constant performance. As a result, Skew-GMM with LSF is
significantly better than all the other models and for 100 speak-
ers it is better by 15% than the others. One can also observe
that the Skew-GMM with MFCC does not perform better than

Figure 3: Recognition in short-short tests

GMM with MFCC. Apparently in this case, the Skew-GMM
system is unable to gain the additional performance it attains
for the skewed LSF, due to the fact that MFCC is considerably
less skewed than LSF. We can conclude that when only small
amounts of reliable data exists, Skew-GMM with LSF performs
much better than all other systems.

Figure 4: Recognition in short-long tests

Figure 4 considers the “short-long” test scenario. It shows
that Skew-GMM with LSF is superior to all others by approxi-
mately 5%. Again, recognition results of the skewed model with
MFCC achieve results comparable to the non skewed model
with MFCC. Notice also how the additional testing information,
significantly increases the scores of “short-long” test (Figure 4)
in comparison with the “short-short” results (Figure 3).

Figure 5: Recognition in long-short tests.

Figure 5 brings the results of the “long-short” experiments.
It can be seen that as a result of the increased amount of training
data, all systems demonstrate similar performance.
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Finally, Figure 6 presents the results obtained in “long-
long” experiments. We can see that both Skew-GMM and
GMM speaker models perform very well. Again, the edge of
skewed modeling over the symmetric Gaussians becomes in-
significant (just 1% at 100 speakers). In summary, Skew-GMM
with LSF maintains a “better or equal” performance when com-
pared to GMM with MFCC in all our testing scenarios, but the
differences tend to decrease as the available training data in-
creases.

Figure 6: Recognition in long-long tests

3.3. Discussion

When comparing system performance using Skew-GMM and
GMM for speaker modeling, one can see that Skew-GMM out-
performs the standard GMM by a few percents in most of the
test scenarios. This observation becomes more prominent when
using small amounts of data for training, like in the “short-
short” test scenario of Figure 3, were skew Gaussian model
outperforms all other models by as much as 15%. While skew-
GMM improves LSF performance significantly compared to
GMM, it does not have too much to offer to the relatively sym-
metrically distributed MFCC. The ability of the skew-GMM to
capture better the asymmetry of the LSF distribution, boosts the
discrimination capability of the skew-GMM with LSF to a level
that is competitive with the GMM-MFCC pair.

4. Conclusions

The paper proposed skew Gaussian mixture models for speaker
recognition. The Skew-GMM model includes the GMM as a
special case, and it can be trained by a reasonably simple exten-
sion of its EM training. In experiments held to evaluate the new
approach, Skew-GMM with the asymmetrically distributed LSF
outperformed comparable systems based on GMM with MFCC.
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